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editorial

LUSC
Fi11isl1ed
Wit11 Work
The Senate Education Committee
(SEC) Friday gave a "do not pass"
recommendation to the bill
continuing the Legislative University
Study Committee (LUSC). It was the
SEC's contention that the LUSC has
finished its work.
We feel the LUSC has finished its

work as well, and if the committee is
continued, it will truly be nothing
more than a guide dog for the
University.
Even though LUSC members have
repeatedly denied the committee
exists solely as a watchdog for UNM,
other state universities were referred
to · only in passing at the SEC
hearing. Otherwise, testimony in
favor of the bill referred only to
"the" university.
L USC members maintained strides
have been taken in cleaning up the
University's committee system,
cleaning up The Lobo and keeping
UNM quiet. The results, of course,
are attributed to the existence of the
LUSC.

No one has helped in "cleaning up
The Lobo" and the same can be said
for the rest of the University. What
progress that has been made here has
been made simply because we have
made the system work. It was not
because he had help from any
legislative source. Most of the other
criticisms brought out by the
committee can be helped by more
money.
LUSC member Merrill Taylor
(R-San Juan) said the University is
like a pot on a hot stove. If the
LUSC is not continued, he
maintained, the pot will indeed boil
over. Campuses are areas of
intellectual activity - if the activity
is not stimulated at times, stagnation

I

sets in. Campus unrest of the type
seen at UNM recently is healthy and
necessary if a university is ·to fulfill
its function.
I daresay some meaningful gains
have even been made because
student dissatisfaction- often
expressed through a rally or some
other form of protest-has pointed
out problems.
The LUSC will be debated on the
Senate floor today. The Senate could
better spend its time trying to find
an answer to UNM's financial
problems rather than debating the
bill. We hope the Senate will follow
the good sense of the SEC and defeat
the LUSC bill.
Sarah Laidlaw
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Hadrian VII

By JERRY NORTON
in priorities" they've been calling for
YAF-FCNS
took place? Obviously if billions are
In his State of the Union address cut from the defense and space
President Nixon announced that he budgets, if the SST is pared to the
was going to propose a "full bone and if thousands of men are
employment" budget, a budget that released from the armed services to
would be balanced if the economy find civilian work, in the short run
were running at normal efficiency.
unemployment will result. It takes
Of course, the President went on time for defense industries to find
to say that we did not have "full civilian products and markets, and
employment," which meant that his for the economy to find places for
budget would be a deficit one, part the new workers.
of his "expansionary" (read
Nor does it help when artifically
"inflationary) plan to end what high wages are forced on business by
many consider to be a serious labor unions (aided by liberal
recession.
legislation of the past four decades)
One cannot deny that many 'areas and minimum wage laws (passed by
of the country are in severe liberal politicans). These put many
economic straits at the moment, but businesses on a profit margin too
it should be noted that those areas small to permit them to hire more
suffering the most are those affected employes if, that is, they want to
by cutbacks in defense and research stay in business. If the Democrats are
the strip of electronic genuinely concerned about lowering
spending,
Hurting for Hate
firms near Boston, computer unemployment and slowing inflation
To the Editor:
software firms in Washington, D.C.,
Re Zvi Ankori's diatribe as the firms around Cape Kennedy that they could do far more by repealing
reported in last Tuesday's Lobo- depend on the space program, the ·those laws than by trying to shove
the good professor must really be defense firms of Los Angeles and last down Nixon's throat yet another
hurting for hate issues if he has to (but tops in unemployment) Seattle, piece of government power over
delve ·back into Babylonian antiquity where tens of thousands of former individual lives, mandatory wage and
to come ·up with a quid for killing Boeing workers are now collecting price controls.
Also open to quest.ion is the
and swindling Arabs.
unemployment checks.
President's
judgement in using the
Surely there are more current
Ironically, those most directly 1965-69 years as a standard for
issues for raising wrath, perhaps not responsible for this unemployment
against his Arab brethren, but hate is are those who are doing their best to measuring "full employment." It's
hate arid we have for starters the make an anti-Nixon issue of it, the hardly a normal situation, or a
sacking of Rome by the Visigoths, or liberal Demo<.'rats. Exactly what did desirable one, to have several
Conquering Willie's 1066 adventure, they expect to happen as the "shift hundred thousand men taken off the
labor market to fight a foreign war.
or, even more current our own S a g a r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
of the West wherein we beat our
Southern neighbor out of huge
Lobo Staff
chunks of real estate.
Editor: Sarah Laidlaw
Perhaps something as current as
Managing Editor: Casey Ghmch
Russia's Baltic takeover will heat up
I<:verett Robinson
Barbara Morgan
It!.J. Bauf:!r
Paul !•'!eel<
Roger Ruvillo
an otherwise vapid bloodstream, but
Sally Washihl(ton
Andy Garmezy
Mark Sall!:IH'z
Aaron Ilowurd
for bringing on a vigourous
Pat McArdle
Sandy Schauer
Bob lllarly
Jim Pensj~ro
Sandra
McCraw
fulminating boil he could have
D.avc Parker
Deann!• Stillman
H.osalil tr('rguson
P!!Wr l<atrl
Clark J ermain
touched on the present plunder of
Davr Brands
Judy Gontalc.r;
Chuck Feil
Bob Butler
To1n Glennon
Palestine and the Middle East by the
Charles Andrews
Kathi Schrocd!!t'
Wayne McNet•ly
Buffie
LaneaHtt
t
forces of World Zionism.
!tobin Poppelsdorf
Leslie Waddv
Sue Major
1

1

Chip Habb

·

Kimbel Fisher

In a scene from Hadrian VII,
Thea Barnes, left, is surprised at
being called on in his dingy
rooming house by two eminent
clergy men, played by Guy Spaull
and Joseph Maher. Hadrian VII
plays at Popejoy March 8.

Fund Situation Parallels
Other State Universities

Right On.

J o c Hartshome
L....-----------------------------1

That situation produces a kind of
over employment, with a shortage of
labor contributing to the inflationary
wage spiral.
The 4.9 percent unemployment of
1970 is thus not unusual for a
peacetime economy, and it is strange
'that the President has chosen to
accept the rhetoric of his political
foes instead of pointing out that
they grossly exaggerate the problem,
and are themselves primarily
responsible for what difficulties
there are.
The option that Nixon has taken
is to decide that he is a Keynesian,
and call for a massive deficit budget.
'fhe planned deficit for 1972 is
$10 billion, compared to a real
deficit for 1971 of .$15 billion (the
President originally said the 1971
budget would have a surplus). In
point of fact, the President has
practiced Keynesianism throughout
the term of office without bringing
unemployment to the low point he
desires, but the lesson seems to have
been lost on Nixon.
The President would do well to
study Keynes some mote. If he does,
he'll discover that Keyn(>sian theory
was predicated on the belief that
deficit spending would restore
purchasing power, and thus profits,
without increasing prices. It was
assumed t.hat in a time of increasing
unemployment priees would not go
up. Today, however, tlw power of
unions is such that wages continue to
increase regardless of whethor
produetivity increases or what the
gcmeral economic situation is, and
these built-in wage increases mearl
built-in pri<:e increases. A $10 billion
deficit will thus twithor solve the
probh>ms of unemployment nor stop
ramvant inflation. Nixon SN\ll1S to
foe) that he can win rP-eloetion by
adopting tho policios of those he
d(•f'rat<>d in 1961-l. That. is t• dubiom
proposition incl('(•d.
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Tighter Security Urged, No 'Public Exclusion'

:I

Help the Earth
To the Editor:
For 2000 years man has taken
advantage of the earth. Last year
millions of Americans made a move
to start the clean up project, to
revitalize this spaceship. We called it
E-Day; Earth Day 1970 has long
since passed and the earth is still
polluted.
This year Earth Day will occur on
April 21 and it is hoped that this
year people will do more than shout
out, "Give Earth A Chance."
Being a member of the Speakers
Committee, I am in charge of
arranging speakers and panels on the
subject of pollution, transportation,
development, etc. If you would like
to help by being on a panel or giving
a lecture please contact me at 216
Santa Clara Hall as soon as possible.
. This year we want everyone to take
part: p:wfessors, students, and civic
people. The earth belongs to us all so
we must learn how to care for it and
then do it.
Mother nature is going to take
only so much, then she is going to
fight back.
Randy Biggers
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Bombing 'Shakes' U.S. Officials
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ZIMMERMAN UBRARl

'Spiro, Your Friends Are Here-Would Y~u Explain The Subtleties Of All This To Them?'
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SER\ALS DEPT c

WASHINGTON (UPI)-From President
Although security is strict in the galleries
Nixon down, officials in this shaken capital
overlooking
the House and Seante chambers
insisted Monday that the government would
access to other portions of the building i~
not be frightened into locking the public out
almost unlimited during working hours.
of federal buildings.
Last October, the General Services
Many did propose stricter secrity
Administration (GSA), which oversees
regulations at the U.S. capitol to prevent a
federal buildings, established stricter security
repetition of the bombing there, but nobody
for
federal buildings everywhere after an
was calling for exclusion of the general
increase in acts of violence against them .
public from government buildings.
At many buildings, the number of
The bomb exploded in a rest room
entrances were restricted, and those entering
normally used by senators in the U.S.
them
were required to show identification
Capitol early Monday, 30 minutes after an
and submit to search, particularly of parcels
anonymous telephone caller said the blast
and briefcases.
was in retaliation for U.S. support of
The senate architect's office immediately
military operations inside Laos.
began an assessment of the damage and the
The explosion at 1:30 a.m. EST caused no
senate
public works committee ordered an
injuries, but it demolished the lavatory and
investigation
beginning with a 9 a.m. EST
severely damaged several adjoining rooms.
hearing
Tuesday.
Despite its force and locution, the blast
"We want to find out how an explosive
failed to buckle the west wall of the Capitol
device could be successfully planted in the
which has been described as so shaky it
Capitol of the United States," said Chairman
could collapse under its own weight.
Jennings Randolph, (D-W. Vu.) " ... this
President Nixon, during a trip to Des
incident represents an attack on the very
Moines, Iowa, was emphatic.
center
of the government itself."
"We must not allow any of these incidents
Later Monday, another telephoned threat
to close these great buildings," he told
caused
evacuation of the Federal Reserve
reporters. "These warnings will continue and
building
on Constitution avenue about 20
incidences of violence will continue. But we
blocks from the Capitol, where about 600
can provide protection."
persons
are employed.
He said Attorney General John N.
"I just left the building 15 minutes ago
Mitchell had urged him to assure the people
and
the Federal Reserve is going to blow up
that they should not be frightened from
at
3:18p.m.
because of the war," the caller
visiting national monuments and buildings.
said. Asked what the Federal Reserve had to
"We have a million and u half visitors a
do with the war, he replied: "because they
year and somebody has suggested it would
control the money ... "
be very easy for a visitor to come to the
Senate Democratic leader Mike Mansfield
White House with a bag or receptacle -~ and
and Senate Democratic Whip Robert C. Byrd
the place would blow," Nixon said.
agreed that whoever planted the bomb in the
"But these are the risks you take to have
capitol was familiar with the area.
an open society. To be afraid that's wl1at
"He knew what he was doing," said
the violent people want. They want to
Mansfield. "He had looked over the place."
frighten the American officials and the
people."
"Somebody did it that had particular
knowledge
of the area," said Byrd. "It's just
Nixon's press secretary, Ronald L. Ziegler,
not a spot the casual tourist would be
told reporters earlier in the day that the
with."
familiar
President had told senate GOP leader Hugh
Sen. Robert P. Griffin of Michigan,
Scott that security must be stepped up to
assistant senate Republican leader, whose
guard against ftuther bombings.
office was shaken up by the explosion, said
The Capitol was one of the few
"Although security measures in and around
government buildings in Washington where
the
capitol will have to be tightened, this
guards at the door did not search visitors'
act will not intimidate those who
criminal
packages and briefcases on a regular basis.
must carry on the nation's business.

A r!'cent proposal by the
Cottrell added if budget cuts go
Departm<'nt of Finance and
through,
the University would
Administration (DFA) to cut
probably
take
only the number of
funds for the state's universities
by $2.5 million "will turn the students the BEF projected. BEF
universities' present holding projections, however, have been
opt>ration into a retreat," warned only half as much as actual
enrollment increases for the last
Karl Koenig, UNM psychology two
years.
professor, yesterday.
"If
the money is not put up,
Koenig's remark came at a press
the
responsibility
for the
conference called on behalf of the
consequent
enrollment
limitation
University faculty and the
American Association of belongs square on the shoulders of
University Professors (AAUP) to the legislature, and not the
express concern over proposed universities," Koenig said.
cuts in university appropriations.
The DFA last week
recommended appropriations for
the state's colleges be cut $2.5
million from the $45.9 million
earlier recommended by the
(See related story on page 4)
Board of Educational Finance
(BEF).
Marion Cottrell, president of
the UNM chapter of the AAUP,
said proposed cuts would force
the University to limit enrollment,
WASHINGTON ( UPI)a position President Ferrel Heady
Members of Congress told the purpose, no matter in what all eligible 19·year aids would be
staled at an alumni meeting last
House Armed Services Committee sophisticated packaging it is considered for induction but
week.
Monday the draft is slavery, not wrapped, is involuntary servitude. could remain in college.
"Most of us are reluctant to
setvice, and draftees should be To keep using the word service to
describe actual slavery is a
shut the doors on qualified
The administration has asked
exempt from fighting in Vietnam mockery."
students. but it is criminal to
for
authority to phase out
if the draft is extended beyond
The testimony came in the undergraduate deferments but
work under the situation which
June 30.
might develop if we are faced with
The slavery charge was made by committee's second week of White told the committee his
a budget cut," Cottrell said.
Rep. Bella S. Abzug, (D-N.Y.) hearings on extension of the draft system would give every able
The situation at UNM is
who said the draft exploited her beyond its June 30 expiration, the young man the opportunity for an
"exactly parallel" with the
black, Puerto Rican and job! ''S raising of military pay and tl1e education and "provide the
situation at other state
constituents while students and question of deferments for college·trained manpower
James Thorson
undergraduate college students.
universities, said James Thorson,
necessary for an excellent 20th
persons in essential occupations
Rep, Richard C. White, century army."
president of the state chapter of
were deferred.
Peter
Prouse,
chairman
of
the
theAAUP.
(D-'I'ex,) a committee member,
Faculty Policy Committee, called
Rep, Sam Gibbons, (D-Fla.)
White's proposal is one of
testified in behalf of his own
~or an end to the "fiscal agreed the "burden of combat" system
several
offered for Congressional
to use a lottery by which consideration.
cannibalism" in which the state falls unjustly c•1 draftees. He
takes funds away from "programs urged the committee to write into
which have some hope of any draft extension a provision
long-range accomplishments in forbidding use of draftees in
combat "except in defense of the
favor of short·range solutions."
The budget cuts arc reported to 50 states.",
Gibbons said he doubted an
have been recommended to give
SANTA FE-The Senate did not debate or vote on a
tht> Departm!'nt of H~alth and all·volunte~r army could be
measure
yesterday that would authorize and fund the
Social Services an additional $·1.2 , c hieved in Lime of war and
million to finish this year in the criticizt>d the army for recruiting continuation of the Legislative University Study Committee
black.
volunteers "by offering soft jobs (LUSC) as expected.
to
get out of combat, and that's
The professors at the news
The measure, sponsored by Sen. Ike Smalley (D - Sierra conference also expressed concern a hell of a note."
HidalgoLuna) proposes the continuation of the LUSC.
over low salaries.
A ban on the nse of draftees in
Friday
it was given a do not pass recommendation by the
UNM is in the bottom 10 combat would make it more
difficult
to
go
to
war
and
prevent
percent in university salaries as
Senate Education Committee after testimony against the bill
rated by Lhc AAUP, Thorson said, the country from being slowly was given by students from UNM and members of the
adding if the DFA embroiled in a brushfire conflict American Association of University Women.
recommendation is approved "it that b !'comes a foreign war
The LUSC bill is expected to come up for debate in the
will contribute to the without corlgt·ession:~l approval,
Gibbons
said.
Senate
tomorrow. If the Senate concurs with the unfavorable
deteriorating morale of the
Abzug gave the cominittee a committee report the measure will be killed. If, however, a
faculty. We've lost a lot of good
pel)plt>, More loss will be among fiet•y lecture on the evils of the majority vote overturns the committee recommendation, the
draft and said, "Conscription, no
Karl Koeuig
(please lurn lo page 2)
LUSC continuation bill will be referred to the Senate Finance
matter how worthy the avowed
Committee.

Draftees 'Slaves' Says Congresswoman

LUSC Bill Gets 'Do Not Pass'

Tuesday, March 2, 1971

Tripping Out-Not The Way
SAN FRANCISCO
Cleaver said, "the people who
Cleaver said "if I ever got close
(UPI)-Timothy Leary, appearing are walking around seeking
enough,
I'd give them something
at Eldridge Cleaver's side in a liberation through drugs are
else."
video tape interview shown here hallucinatory revolutionaries ... I
Angell spent five days in Algiers
Tuesday, said he has settled his don't think they are helping us.
with the two men. He said they
differences with the Black
"I want people to stop being
both appeared to be getting along
Panthers and now agrees that spectators to the destruction of
well.
"tripping" on drugs is incorrect their fellow c01mades."
Last Feb. 2, radio station
behavior for a revolutionary,
Leary conceded that it is time
KPF
A in Berkeley broadcast a
"There is a time to expand and "for people to be encouraged in a
tape from Cleaver in which the
a time to contract," said the different direction," although he
Panther leader said he had ordered
one-time high priest of the defended his use of drugs in the
Leary and his wife "busted" Jan.
American di'Ug culture. "This is past as the vehicle which led him
9.
the time to tighten up, organize." to his revolutionary state of mind.
Leary a:1d Cleaver, the Black
He said it had "become very
He agreed with Cleaver's
Panthers' information minister, statement that "we should not be
clear to me that there is
are both living in exile in Algeria guilty of clowning or tripping at a something seriously wwng with
as fugitives from ... rosecution in time when our comrades are
both Leary and his wife's
the United States. Cleaver last dying."
brains ... I attdbute this to the
month condemned hallucinatory
Both men took Yippie leaders uncountable number of acid trips
drugs as "madness" and said he Abbie Hoffman and Jerry Rubin they have taken."
had ordered Leary "busted" and to task for not approaching the
Dropping out with drugs,
held under virtual house arrest.
revolution seriously enough and Cleaver said then, is in "direct
The interview was conducted in Cleaver said "they haven't been conflict with the needs of the
Algeria Feb. 12 by Glen Angell, a effective."
American Revolution, because we
2 7 ·year-old San Francisco
Leary said he would slip feel we need people with clear
documentary film maker. President Nixon and FBI Director
Excerpts were shown on KQED, J. Edgar Hoover a dose of LSD if heads, sober people who have
their wits about them, because
San Francisco's public television he had a chance.
we're confronted with murderous,
outlet.
"If l ever got close enough to
fascist pigs who will stop at
The 57-minute tape, made in dose them, you bet I'd dose
nothing ... we're through relating
Cleaver's flat in Algiers, consisted them," he said.
to this madness."
of free-form policy discussion on
the role of drugs in the
"revolution" in America.
Leary agreed with Cleaver that
• • •
the time is ripe for young radicals
Snapp
(continued from page 1)
to quit drugs and follow the
"correct way" of Weatherman and the best because they're the ones more faculty, we'll be cut at both
Panthers.
being offered jobs elsewhere."
ends."
Leary, who escaped from a
The salary scale at UNM has
"The DF A is saying that after
California prison where he was lost ground by eight percent in two weeks of looking at our
serving time on a marijuana the past three years in comparison budget, it knows more about our
conviction, said the breach with other institutions of a similar situation than the BEF did after a
between him and the Panthers had nature, said .Gary Hufbauer, an 12-month study," Thorson said.
been mended.
economics professor who recently
The original DFA
In January, Panther members completed a study of faculty
recommendation for UNM was
had put the former Harvard salaries.
$20.6 million, which would now
instructor and his wife Rosemary
When Rodey Theater was
Hufbauer also said UNM's rate
be
cut to $19.7 million. The BEF
unexpectedly closed by the fire
under "protection" because of of faculty turnover has been 50
recommendation was for $20.9
marshall, "The Trial" the drama
Leary's past advocacy and use of percent in the last four years.
mill
ion.
The
University
department's
·play scheduled for
LSD and other hallucinatory
Budget cuts would also affect
administration
originally
asked
for
drugs.
March
had
no place to be
graduate students, Prouse said.
$2~.B million.
p P rformed. Hasty arrangements
Leary said he was now under BEF cuts would eliminate about
"no coercion" by the Panthers 4,0 graduate teaching positions
secured the Recital Hall in the
and told Cleaver, "we're here next year, and "if the loss is not l~l:I::::Ji:::J!ll::Hi::::::l!:::~:!l::::;I:;!];;;:~Jr!::~::;:::;:;.;;H::J:::::::JI::·::J:!l::::IC:Jl!:J Fine Arts Genter for the
voluntarily with you."
performances.
accompanied hy money to hire
Plans were mach' immediately
to convert thP hall into a suitabh•
place for a stage play. ThC' drama
students will begin rehearsing and
Tut•sdaY, !\lar<'11 2
arranging sets for the Kafka play
l'ohtieal Scu-Ut'(•; rnion~ room 253:
in mid·!\Iarch. Actors and stage
noon.
crews will be working at odd
GSA Budt!~t and Financ£>hom·s in cn·der to have access to
CummittP(•; Pnion. roo1n 230; 3 p.m.
F1lm Gornm1ttl'e: rnion, i'(H'm
the stage. Edwin Snapp, director
250·E: 8 and 10 r>.m.
of "The Trial," said, "They are a
J...as CatntMnus: Union. room 231 .. D;
bunch of troopers and there's no
6:30p.m.
lnt!•rrubang: t:nion. room 231·D; 7
lack of enthusiasm in spite of the
p.m.
obstacles."
Lobo Chri~>ttan Fellowship: Union,
Another drama department
room 23l·C: 7:30p.m.
production, "The Elves and the
lfountaint•t'ring Club: Union, room
231-A: 7:30p.m.
Shoe Maker," will now be held. in
YAJ-': Union, room 231·1': 7:30p.m.
the Union Ballroom instead of
JFC; TJniun. room 253: 8 p.m.
Rodey
Theater. The crew for this
Slti Club: Union, roorn 250-C; R

DFA Possible Fund Cut

Photo by Bob

Edwin Snapp, professor of
drama, says the problems of
having to change stages shortly
before the opening of a show are
being solved. Rodey Theater was
closed by state fire marshalls and
with drama department activities
continued in the Fine Arts Center.

Drama Department Finds
A Stage for 'The Trial'

Calling U

Half Price
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-------------------A person seldom gets his h1!ad
above the crowd without sticking
his n(•ck out.
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First 8x 10 on all
Children's Portraits

Y2 Price
Offer Ends March 12
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:34.95

We ha.t•e a wicle selection
of sacadelic liuhtina thow:;and8 of posters to
choose /l'orn. Come see our·
Blaclc Liuht room at Hoffman town.
'fwo I..<Jcations
435 San Mateo NE
256-7241
Holfmantown Shopping
Center
296-0311
BankAmericard/Master Charge

UNM PHOTO SERVICE

Film Gives Glimpse
Into Rural America
Little known bits of rural
America will be included in
"America RFD," a travel film
which will be shown Tuesday,
March 9 at 7::30 p.m. in Popejoy
Hall.
Go-sponsored by the Sandia
Kiwanis Club, the film will bt>
narrated by Fran William Hall, a
former WalL Disney photographer
and h1•ad of the photography
' department at Carleton College.
Hall has followed the rural
letter carrier into the West
Virginia hills, the plains of South
Dakota, the mountains of
Colorado and many places in
bPtween, like Podunk, Iowa, and
OatmPal, Tex.
He has filmed ghost towns,
glass blowing, a country auction
and a sorghum mJII, and the
;.eople who live in rural Amel'ica:
ranchers, hill people, backwoods
artists, hermits, ''owboys, nd
Ind inns.

FCC Eases Ownership Rules

Ohio's Cop-In Program
Bridging Hostility Gap

Tim Leary Revises Stand on Drug Use

play will be rehearsing until after
midnight for several days. This
play is scheduled for the first
week in April.
Clinton Adams, dPan of the
College of Fine Arts, said of the
situation, "To losl' an l'ntire
building only a few days before
the beginning of a new semest(•r is
all but catastrophic, but the
drama departmPnt has long
expl•riencp in overcoming
obstacles and I have no doubts
that they will surviw this crisis
just as they ha VP others in Uw
past."
Students from the UNM Dance
Workshop, und('r the direction of
ElizabPth Waters, havl' also chosen
to n•arrang(• their sclwdules in
order lo have access lo thP Rt>cital
Hall stage. They will b!' relu~arsing
at 6::30 am, twic(• a WN•k over a
thrPP week span.
Junior and senior music
studPnls who must give a recital as
part of their course work have
volunteered to givc> their final
performances in April to help eas1!
the crowded situation. Others
have offered to have their recitals
during closed week.

Alters Radio Station Holding Rules

WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
Federal Communications
By JAY GIBIAN
participate voluntarily. It has the Commission (FCC) Monday eased
ATHENS, Ohio (UPI)- Mark
support
the university which its one-to-a-market ownership
Toomey, a freshman at Ohio provided of
a faculty adviser.
rules to allow one person to own
University, got a thing about
Students are permitted to both an AM and an FM radio
police officers after he was
ordered into court to pay a accompany police officers in their station in one city.
patrol cars as they make their
par Icing ticket.
Ownership of both a Very High
rounds. Informal discussions are Frequency (VHF) television
"It was the first time I was ever
in a police station and I guess I held on campus where students station and either an AM or FM
and police "rap" about family mdio station in the same market
felt pretty much against police," life,
drugs and society.
Toomey said.
still would be prohibited, The
A highlight of the program was commission said it would consider
Since his court appearance, a panel discussion involving police
Toomey, 19, has changed his officers from other cities. The dual ownership of an Ultra High
attitude toward policemen and he idea was to give students a better Frequency (UHF) tv station and a
credits a "cop-in" program in understanding of how police radio station in the same city on a
case by case basis.
which about 200 Ohio University function across the country.
The revised ownership rules
students participated.
Participants included New York would be effective April 12. As
The program was the brainchild City police Sgt. David Durk, who
of Bruce Tabashneck, 22, a recruits prospects on college with the original rules adopted
graduate student in journalism campuses throughout the country, March 25, 1970, they apply only
from Olean, N.Y., and James and Donald Riddle, president of to future transactions and do not
Kimbler, 21, a senior in the school the John Jay College of Criminal require divestiture by any licensee
of existing facilities.
of journalism.
Law in New York City.
Five FCC members voted for
"'l'he idea came to us last year
Athens Police Chief Fred James
when I had an opportunity to go favors a continuation of the the easement with commissioners
on patrol with the Athens police, program. Tabashneck said the Robert T. Bartley and Nicholas
Tabashneck said. "I had a rather program may be conducted next Johnson concurring in part and
negative image of police at that year "since a lot of students are dissenting in part. But they did
not issue any statements.
time. I was a stereotype, they interested.
Broadcasters loudly complained
really turned me off."
"I'm surprised by the attitude
Tabashneck said he became so of some of our officers," James when the one per owner proposal
interested that he wanted to find said. "I was certain before the was first suggested in 1968.
out more about police and their program began that some officers Monday's commission action
partially granted a number of
problems.
would be very reluctant to go petititions for reconsideration fo
"I talked with some policemen along with it.
the rule adopted March 25.
and got more interested," he said.
"But now, the officers'
At that time, the FCC also
"It was a moving thing. Because as attitudes have changed right along
proposed a regulation which
a person I saw that they had
with the thinking of the students.
similar problems. I could identify I don't think there is the hostility would requil·e divestiture, within
five years, to reduce commonly
with them as human beings,
present there was before the owned media holdings in any one
"They go home at night and program."
market to one or more daily
face real problems like anyone
William Kane, assistant campus newspapers, or one television
else. They don't go home and eat
security director, said he fPlt the station, or an AM-FM
nails."
program provided some "real combination. The commission
"The "cop-in" involves both
good communication between denied requests for oral argument
the Athens policl• department and students
and police.
on that proposal at this timl'.
the 4 O-man campus security force.
"The
kids have had a chance
Under the revised rules, the
It was designt'd to bridge the
"hostility gap" that existed for the fit·st time to ask even licensee of any daytime or
personal questions such as how fulltime station may build or
between students and police,
police
feel about students and acquire an F!\1 station in the same
Students who participated all
what
makes
officers angry," Kane market, or the licensee of an FM
say thl'y have b(•nefitt.ed. The
said.
"And
tlw
officers have had a station may build or acquire an
police officers who participated chance
to
communicate
on an AM full time or daytime station in
some of whom were reluctant at
informal
basis
with
the
students."
the same market. ·
first - are now Pnth usiastic.
The licensee of an AM-FM
The program is only of two
Beware of low-flying Sopwith combination could assign or
Wf.'eks duration and students Camels.
transfer to a single party without

any special showing that owned by newspapers.
economic or technical reasons
Under rule now in existence,
prevent sale or operation singly, one owner may possess one
The original rule was station of each type-TV, AM nnd
announced the day after a Senate FM-in a single community. In
subcommitte(' was told that out addition, one owner may control
of 97 TV stations in the top 25 a total of five VFH television, 2
U.S. markets, 15 were owned by UHF television, 7 AM and 7 FM
the three networks and 34 were stations throughout t.he nation. .,

Hearings Begin Tomorrow
On War Exemption Bill
Hearings on a bill which would enacted, the bill would return to
exempt New Mexico citizens from Congress the right to declare war
armed service in an undeclared as provided for in the
war will be held Wednesday at 2 Constitution.
p.m. in Santa Fe.
The bill was introduced last
Lt. Gov. Robert Mondragon Friday by Sen. Emmett Hard,
and constitutional law professor (D-Quay), Sen. Junio Lopez
Jon M. Van Dyke will be among (R·San Miguel), and Sen. Anthony
the people testifying before the Lucero (D-Bern.).
Public Affairs Committee on
The Public Affairs Committee,
Senate Bill 330.
who hears testimony on the bill
Senate Bill 330, if enacted, tomorrow will decide whether or
would provide for the state not to bring the bill before full
Attorney General to represent any House.
New Mexican contesting orders to
A car caravan of supporters of
participate in a military action not the bill will leave Albuquerque at
declared war by act of Congress. 10 a.m. tomorrow from the
The proposed bill is similar to parking lot at 5000 San Mateo
the bill passed in Massachusetts NE. Interested parties are asked to
and now pending in three other contact Robert Walker at the
states.
UNM Law School for
Minnesota, Wisconsin and information.
Connecticut have similar bills
exempting state citizens from an
HILO, HAWAII (UP!)- Mayor
undeclared war like Vietnam Sh unichi Kimura said he will
pending. A federal court test of invite Vice President Spiro Agnew
the Massachusetts law is pending. to bring his golf clubs with him
Rocco Meconi, a University law when he comes to Hawaii next
student with the Law Student's week to address the western
Civil Rights Research Council said region meeting of the National
several citizens groups would Association of Counties.
testify in Santa Fe on behalf of
The only requirement Kimura
the proposed bill.
will make of other golfers that
"What we are trying to do 1s day is that they wear helmets.
force a judicial determination of
He added that in case t.here
the legality of the recent war," were any accidents, doctors
said Meconi.
traditionally take Wednesdays off
"We feel that if there are to be "and are on the golf links."
American lives lost in a war, the
Congress, as dit·ected by the
Coming together is a beginning;
Constitution, should declare such keeping together is progress;
a \Vat.''
working together is
}.leconi explained that if success; -·Henry Ford

DARTMOUTH: SUMMER '71

Do You Go To A College Where 90% Of The Undergraduates
Use The Computer?
Dartmouth: Sumn1er '71 offers
To undergraduate and graduate men and women
A Free Introduction to BASIC and Dartmouth Time-Sharing
Th(' Kic•wit Computation ('(•nh•r staff will JH'c•vich• a nn<'·Wt'~k. tt'n·ll'l'ttlre introdul'tion to BASIC flTP to all rt'g-iRterNI students. In addition,
Dartmouth ~tmh·nts will "" availahle dul'ing- tlw h•rm a;; <l<'lHh•mk advi:<<~n-; to lwlp ;;tuch•nt;; who an• hc•g-inner~ with BA-SI(' or tlw f'omputer.

New Mexico Lobo
No. 92
VoL 74

A Computer-ha~ed Curriculum of Introductory and Advanced Cour:-;es: .June 27-Aug. 21
~O('!OLO<;Y
r RBA:-.T KTt'DU:.S
POLITICAL SCU:NCE
:\!ATII
PIIY~ICS
<mOC!RAPHY

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505.)
277·4102, 277-4202

Projed DII'IU<.:SS (Interdisciplinary :uachine Processing for Research and Education in the Social Sciences)

The New Mexico Lobo Is
published daily every regular week
of the University year by tho Board
or Student Publications of the
Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico, and is
not financially associated with
UNM. Printed by the UNM Printing
Plant with second class postage paid
at Albuquerque~ New Mexico~
87106. Subscription rate is $7 lor
the academic Year,
The opinions expressed on the
editorial pages ol The Lobo are
those ol the author solely.
Unsigned opinion is that ol the
editorial board of The Lobo:
Nothing necessarily represents the
views of the Associated Students or
the University of New Mexico,

PrujPt't DIPIU;}-;fl provicl(•:< quantitative data from Clas~ic Social .St•i(•llcl' hash- data sPts to sttHIPnts and fa('ulty through the Dartmouth Tim(•·
8hnl'ing· Computc•r Hy~tt•m. rncl(•r dPVt•lopment since l!HiR. the 1;\TPRES::i system now provides data on Pl·esidential elections in the 60's, Congressional voting- records, and census returns.

National Science Foundation Conference -June 23, 24, 25
"The usc of the Computer in Undergraduate CurriCula"

Data Communications Conference-- July 7, R, 9

90% OF DARTMOUTH UNDERGRADUATES USE THE COMPUTER, ONLY 25% ARE SCIENCE
MAJORS
Through BASIC' and Time-Sharing, Dartmouth hm; made the computer available to allt-itudents, not just a Helect few. You
are invited to apply to participate in this unique educational experience.

ca

OTHER SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Latin Amel'ican Studies, C'ompamtive Literature, Conflict and Change in the Modern World, Shldies of the Environment, Studies of Contemporary American Society, Visual Studies.

CHICAGO:

JPNE 27-- APGl.TST 21

A school system with a goal: Teaching

1820 Las Lomas NE
(across from Newman Center)

For catalogue, application, and further information write to:

$8,400 starting salary (i 0 months)
10 days paid vacation • 10 days sick leave
Paid hospitalization
Ttw Chicago Public Schools will have

277"5743
'-------------·--·

Director of Summer ProgramH
Box 5R2W
Hanover, New Hampshire 0:175;'5

a reprosentntivo on campus

on~~ ~ _____ --~ _. Please arrange for nn interview
with lhe_Piacement Office.

TOMORROW, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 3
A representative of Dartmouth: Summer '71 will be on campus to talk
with students interested in Dartmouth. He will be available at the
PLACEMENT CEN1'ER, 1910 HOMA, NE
3:00 p.m.·5 :00 p.m.

.Tu~sda~·,
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Rural America to Benefit
From Development Plan

Lobo Review

Kids Couldn't Reach Oldsters

DES MOINES, Iowa (UPI)President Nixon sweetened his $1
billion rural community
development program by $100
million to woo support for his
"New American Revolution" in a
visit to the corn belt Monday, but
was greeted by thousands of
antiwar, "hardhat" labor and farm
demonstrators.
The crowd of hostile
sign-waving demonstrators greeted
Nixon on the lawn of the Iowa
capitol and massed there while the
President campaigned before a
joint session of the Iowa
legislature for his revenue sharing
and executive ..-~organization
plans.
About a dozen snowballs
arched toward Nixon when he
emerged from the statehouse. But
none hit him and he said later:
"Oh, my goodness, snowballs are
fun.~'

Crowds lining the stt·eets in
downtown Des Moines were warm
and friendly. The President
alighted from his car at one corner
to shake hands, chat and sign
autographs.
Outside the Fort Des Moines
Hotel, where he met later with
four midwestern governors,
Nixon - beaming and relaxed borrowed a young girl's camera.
He had an assistant snap a picture
of him with one arm around the
girl and another around another
girl. Then he handed the camera
back to its delighted owner.
While Nixon conferred with
Govs. Robert Ray of Iowa,
Warren Hearnes of Missouri,
Patrick Lucey of Wisconsin and
Richard B. Ogilvie of Illino;> in
the hotel, members of a crowd of
about 800 demonstrators clashed
briefly with police outside.
When protestors threw eggs and
snowballs at police, police leaped
over barricades and chased the
demonstrators down the street. At
least two arrests were made.
Ray described the President's
closed door session with the
governors as "very productive."
13-<>ro\·e

Nlxon

returned

to

Washington, departing at 2:35
p.m. MST, he spoke briefly to
about 70 midwestern farm
editors.
"American agriculture is strong,

vibrant and highly productive," he
said, "and we intend to keep it
that way." He described
agriculture as "our greatest asset"
and said: "The American
housewife pays less of her budget
for her food than any other
housewife in thE' world."
In his speech to the legislature
and in a late1· meeting with the
governors, Nixon said his plans for
rural development under his
revenue- sharing concept now
represent a 24 percent increase in
fed era) funds for rural
communities.
"The direct dollar benefit to
rural America is obvious," the
President said. "In addition, rural
America will share substantially in
general revenue sharing funds and
in special sharing for manpower,
transportation,education and law
enforcement."
The legislators cheered Nixon
when he said, "I want those
decisions that affect rural America
made by those who know rural
America ... those who live there.
To put it bluntly, I believe that
legislators in Iowa know better
than bureaucrats in Washington,
D.C."
Nixon sought to blunt farm
bloc criticism of the executive
reorganization plan, which would
eliminate the agriculture
department as a separate agency
and scatter its functions among
four proposed new agencies.
"It comes to a question of
whether farme1·s and others in
rural America want an agriculture
department for its own sake or
whether they really want things
like better farm prices, better
technical assistance for
agricultural problems, wider
development opportunities in
rural communities, better schools,
better roads and so on," he said.

MAWDESLEY, England
(UPI) - Pop singer Jonathan King
Wednesday offered a recording
contract for the return of a
briefcase stolen from his car.

-u1 v;i11 reh~a:;e the l"PCQJ'd, \Vhieh
I will {:red it to the singing thief,"

King said. "I'm not terribly
concerned about his voice. The
gimmick should be enough to sell
the record."

WITH OUR HOT BUTTERED
HOMEMADE SWEET ROLL
From the Broilicr

.,

HAMBURGER mnymmaisr, tomato, jJicl:lr 0· onion

.•5o

CHEESEBURGER same as abm•r wfchedder chene

.65

BoNANZA BURGER

dbl. meat american cheese
relish sauce & onion . . . . . . . • • . .

v onion

.89

... , . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.65

FLAME RURGER hie/wry smohe sauce & onion • . . . . . . . .

.50

FIESTA BURGER chili, cheese

FR.OIVWX"XER.
:FI.EST.A.'£TFI...A.:r\TT
Across from Johnson Gym
2400 C.=mtral AvP.. SF " 7:30-5:30 266-0550

Charlie Brown and Friends

Nat'l Wildlife Federation
Gives Service Awards
City of Albuquerque parking meters cast a long shadow in the
early morning hours. Is this what they mean by the long arm of the
law?

Official Meters

Senate Leaders Condemn Bombing

Terrorist Act Rocks US Capitol
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Senate
Republican leader Hugh Scott
condemned the bombing of the
Capitol Monday as a terrorist act
aimed at coercing Congress, Sen.
George S, McGovern said the
''barbaric" act stemmed from
"our Vietnam madness."
President Nixon called the
bombing a "shocking act of
violence which will outrage all
Americans," but he said a free
society must risk such violence
rather than close its great public
buildings.
Th<> 11:30 P.M. MST <'xplosion
in a men's lava lory on the Senal!•
side of the Capitol followed an
anonymous telephone call to the
buildings switchboard at 10:59
AM. MST.
The caller warned that the
building should be cleared because
there would be a bomb explosion
in half an hour in retaliation to
U.S. support of the South
Vietnamese military move into
Laos.
Scott said in a Senate speech,
"The bombing in the middle of
the night by some person brings
to the Senate wing the terroristic
tactics followed by various groups
who believe if you can't persuade
by reason or by logic, you can by
terrorism."
"But we're not going to be
terrified," he said. "Whether they
(bombers) are apprehended or
not, we will continue to do what
we regard as our duty."
McGovern, (D·S.D.) and only
announced 19 7 2 presidential
candidate, said the act was an
outgrowth of U.S. involvement in
the Indochina war.

FUN

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Ev&ry Tue, 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at U~iveroity

FUN

FUN

"Massive bombardment we are
continuing year after year against
the peoples of Indochina has its
co Ltn terpart in the mounting
destruction of humane values in
our own land," McGovern said.
"It is not possible to teach an
entire generation to bomb and
destroy others in an undeclared,
unjustified, unending war abroad
without paying a terrible price in
the derangement of our own
society. We cannot sustain the
soul of this nation if we do not
soon end our Vietnam madnPs~
and bring the nulitary nww;tc,
under control."
Sen. Adlai E. Stevenson III
(D-Ill.) predicted that the
bombing would lead to tighter
security in public buildings. But
he added, "I am more concerned
with the kind of security that can
be achieved by ending the war in
Indochina, halting the arms race,
meeting our national needs and in

short eliminating the underlying
causes of such madness."
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew
·said the bombing "was a
calculated act of outrage which
will be neither tolerated nor
condoned by Americans who
va I u e our system and its
institutions. Every effort must be
made to apprehend and bring to
justice those responsible for this
senseless act of violence."
Sen. John L. McClellan,
(D-Ark.) whose Senate
investigations subcommittee
<'<mducted <•xtensivl' lwarin'l'S last
summl'r into bombings and oth<•t•
domestic terrorism, said:
"There is an el «'men t in this
society that works to foment
revolution. They are anarchists
and they will resort to violt'nce, to
any tactics they think will disrupt
the operations of government,
weaken its effectiveness or bring
about its overthrow or
destruction."

WASHINGTON-The National
W i I d I if e F e d era t i o n h as
announced the winners of its
19 7 0 na tiona! awards for
distinguished service in
conservation which will be
presented at the federation's 35
annual meeting March 5-7 in
Portland, Ore.
Named "Conservationist of the
Year" was James Morrison, Jr. of
Atlanta, Ga. As chief of the
Georgi a Game and Fish
Department's Information Section
1963-1970, Morrison raged a
relentless battle against fish and
wildlife destruction by stream
channelization in the state, losing
his job as a result.

the dangers of herbicides,
pesticides and other chemicals.
Jacques Cousteau received the
"Conservation Communications
Award" for his television show
"The Undersea World of Jacques
Cousteau" which has stimulated
public understanding and
appreciation of the world's fish
and wildlife.
Joseph Paul of San Francisco
w a s n a m e d ' ' Wa t e r
Conservationist of the Year" for
his efforts to preserve California's
last remaining free-flowing
streams. As founder and chairman
of the Committee of Two Million,
P a ul b r o ugh t together
representatives of a variety of
California groups to oppose
The "Distinguished Service
elements of the state's water plan
Award" in legislation was that would have dammed the last
presented to Sen. Philip Hart of of the state's rivers.
Michigan who played an
The Wildlife Award was
important role in passage of the
presented to Frederick and
Endangered Species Legislation.
Frances Hamerstrom of Plainfield,
During 19 7 0 he conducted
Wis., for their work in preserving
lw:tdn~ts which helpPd publidze
t!w
(•hi<·k€'11.
-~-~-~~~-----~~~~==~~

Feel free to come to any or all three of these lenten Offerings

marvelous job of illustrating the
mood of scenes with blue, red,
pmple and yellow hues.
The lines were hilarious.
Snoopy lies sunning himself atop
• his dog house and claims
sighingly, "Yesterday I was a dog.
Today I'm a dog. Tomorrow I'll
be a dog. There's just no chance
for advancement here."
Perhaps the truest lines in the
play are Lucy's when she explains
the meaning of surveys to Linus,
''A survey is not built upon
honest answers. It's like a house
built on sand,"
Linus and his ever lasting love
affair with his blanket proved
especially funny when he danced
the tango with the blanket. He
then attempted to leave the
blanket lying on the ground while
he walked away from it. Of

course, he can't leave it and goes
running back to rescue it from
such a cruel fate as t.o be left on
the cold hard ground.
It was unfortunate that about
half the audience did not respond
to the laugh lines. Perhaps this
was because half the audience was
about 35 or over. Maybe they are
too fat· removed from their school
yard days to appreciate the humor
expressed by Charlie Brown and
his cronies, Us younger folks still
experiencing the woes of
attending school were able to
appreciate and laugh.
Popejoy Hall was filled to
about 90 percent capacity Sunday
night, which seems a good sign
that people are finally catching on
to the good things that are offered
there.
Sandy Schauer

.

Shortage of Personnel
Closes Mid Earth Room
The Middle Earth Room,
ASUNM's reading and
information center, was closed
Monday due to the lack of
personnel needed to staff it.
ASUNM President Eric Nelson
said, "the room was closed
because the coordinator, Don
Lindsley, resigned after he was
fired from the Speakers
Committee. Also Lindsley's two
assistants, Jeff Hurkman and Tom
Walsh, both quit. With the
necessary people gone the Room
then was shut down."
The Middle Earth Room,
located on the first floor in the
northeast corner of the Union,
was established as a place where
students could study, place
notices or browse through

periodicals like the Whole Earth
Catalog, popular magazines and
underground and political
newspapers.
Nelson said he hopes the room
will reopen by Friday after
Amistad's offices are relocated
there, Concerning Amistad's move
and the effect it will have on the
original function of the room,
Nelson said, "it would then
primarily be Amistad's office but
it would still serve it's function as
a student operated, staffed and
stocked reading room."
Anyone interested in staffing
the Middle Earth should contact
Sue Pickett at the ASUNM
government office or call
277·5806.

...

Resolution Would Exempt
Veteran Tuition Payment
SANTA FE- The State House
of Representatives yesterday
passed a joint resolution to put a
scholarship program for Vietnam
veterans in to the constitution.
House joint resolution 15
proposes to change the New
Mexico constitution to authorize
the creation of scholarship
programs for Vietnam veterans
who are post-secondary students
at state educational institutions,
The programs would exempt
veterans from payment of tuition
and fees.
The measure defines "Vietnam
conflict veteran" as any person
who has been honorably
discharged from the armed forces
and who was a resident of New
Mexico at the time of entry into
the service and. who has been
awarded a Vietnam campaign
medal for serving in Vietnam.
An attempted floor amendment
to change eligibility for Vietnam
veteran scholarships to all veterans
was defeated.

The beginning date of eligibility
for any scholarship program that
develops from the resolution's
proposed constitutional
amendment is Aug. 5, 1964 and
would continue until presidential
executive order officially
designates the termination date of
the Vietnam conflict.
Before the scholarship
resolution could become part of
the state's constitution, it must be
approved by the state Senate and
then the voters of New Mexico at
the soonest general election.
SANTA CRUZ, Cal. (UPI) ~·
Three prisoners were supposed to
show up at Soquel High School
Wednesday to talk about d1·ugs
and crime prevention.
When they failed to show up,
calls went out to see if there had
been a jailbreak.
But the prisoners were soon
found behind bars. Prison
authorities thought the ~peaking
date was next Wednesday.

SET FOR LIFE
The wedding set you choose is one of the
most lasting decisions you'll ever make.
We'll help you make it wisely. Stop in
and try on as many as you like. Then,
let's talk. Wedding sets shown in 18 and
14 karat gold. A. $395. B. $450. C. $350.
D. $575. E. $550. Others from $150.

EDNESDAY OF
Organ Recital 12:00-12:20 Lee Beardsley
12:30-12:40 Meditations by Fr. Tod
12:40-12:55 Eucharist

One would think that a musical
made from a comic strip would be
an ill-fated venture, especially if
it's a comic strip about little kids,
but "You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown" serves to disprove this
thesis.
"Charlie Brown," which played
Sunday night at Popejoy Hall
proved to be one of the most
enjoyable and funny plays I've
seen in a long time.
Imagine your favorite Charles
Schulz cartoon characters as you
think they would appear in real
life, and you will see the actors
who played in "Charlie Brown."
Cathy Wallace as Lucy was pure
little girl bitch complete with
high-pitched, ear· splitting voice
speaking in short, clipped
sentences, Danny Turner as
Charlie Brown was the constant
failure who always wore a look of
consternation because he just
can't understand why he can
never do anything right.
Marylu Moyer as Patty was
nondescriptly insipid. The only
time you noticed her when she
wasn't speaking, which wasn't too
often, was when she jump-roped
across the stage, which is sort of a
hard thing to miss. The only word .
for Vic Vail as Linus is adorable,
except when he protects his
blanket- then he became
ferocious. Grant Cowan as
Snoopy was just plain lazy except
when singing about
"Suppertime," when he breaks
into a Jimmy Durante style song
and dance routine, or when facing
the evil Red Baron.
The play itself consisted of
shorts and short-shorts which
resembled the style of the daily
and Sunday comics. The simplistic
setting served to illustrate the
simpleness of Charlie Brown
comic strips themselves, and
consisted only of gaily painted
boxes which served as see-saws,
televisions, a dog house and
chairs.
Ccml!rat.uhtti<ms are in order to
people who did a

Ask about our divided payment plan.

Mindlin

Jewelers Since 1 919

Canterbury Chapel
425 University N.E.

314 Central SW Albuquerque
Downtown open 9:30-5:30 Daily
Divided payments available
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WOmen Swimmer's Spirit Counter~ Lack of Depth

KOAT's Weekly Series
CAMPUS BRIEF§

Nine-Girl Squad Preparing for Intercollegiate Nationals
By SANDY McCRAW
Physical Education and
The UNM women's swimming Recreation, She is also a member
team can't afford specialists this of the National AAU Swimming
year- the members are "pitching and Diving Committee. In April,
in and doing everything," said she will be on the selection
Connie Curtis, assistant coach.
committee for the U.S. swim team
Each girl is concentrating on at
that will compete this summer in
least two events in contrast with
the Pan-American games in Cali,
last year's team with more depth.
Columbia. The team for the
Too many of last year's best Munich, Germany, Olympics will
swimmers are out, mainly because
be chosen later.
of sickness, Curtis said.
"We were the eighteenth of 87
Con seq uen tly, this is largely a schools last year at the
freshman team.
Intercollegiate Nationals which
"We need numbers to add were held in Normal, Ill., and
depth. It's like having a bench on intend to do much better this
a basketball team. If someone gets
year," Piper said. Swimmers are
hurt, someone else can go in,"
needed for almost every event and
Curtis said.
women are welcome to work out
The traveling team this year is with the team, the coaches said.
down to nine swimmers, although
Rosemary York and Jan
more women are working out Mosher are considered by Piper to
with the team in preparation for
be the "tigers on the team."
next year's season, says Coach
York, captain of the team, is
Charlotte Piper.
proficient in all strokes, but
Since the season began in the
concentrates on the freestyle and
early part of February, the team
distance events plus diving. She
has competed in two major
took second in one-meter diving
events. First, the team swam
at the NMAAU meet in January.
individually in January in an
Mosher has qualified for more
Amateur Athletic Association
events than any other girl on the
meet here.
team, and is outstanding in
Qualifications for national
freestyle and the butterfly stroke,
swimming events were made at
She has also qualified for the
the Intermountain District and
Nationals in the 100 and 200
Invitational Meet at Colorado
individual medleys, 50 fly, and
State University recently. The 200
100 and 200 freestyle events.
and 400 freestyle as well as the
Another outstanding woman,
200 and 400 medley relays made
perhaps best known nationally is
the qualifying times for nationals.
Eadie Wetzel, the only member' of
Every member of the traveling
the team to have been on the
team is in valved in at least one of back-up team for the Mexico City
these relays.
Olympics. Wetzel holds a record
"Hopefully, the team will be
in 100 meter butterfly. She
going to the Division of Girls' and
originates from Lake Forest, Ill.
Women's Sports (DGWS)
Susie Gephart, sophomore
Intercollegiate Nationals in
transfer from Carlton College,
Tempe, Ariz., this month- Northfield, Minn., is a former
providing that sufficient funds are member of the Sandia Army .
available," Piper said. DGWS is Navy - Air Force team. Gephart
the governing body for college
also broke three pool records at
and high school women's sports
Carleton last year. Mononucleosis
and parallels NCAA for men.
will keep the sophomore swimmer
Piper is a member of the U.S.
off the team this year.
Olympic Committee through the
Jan Walsh, a Los Alamos
American Association of Health
• freshman, is a freestyler and fills

Piper said.
Elaine Gronberg, formerly of
the Belair, Tex., team, participates
mainly with the butterfly stroke.

Valerie Fisher, breaststroker,
was the undefeated breaststroke
champion of Illinois in high
school. Fisher has a good swim
record that goes back four years
in competition with the YWCA
and the Westwind Club in Aurora,
Ill.
Chris Calhoun, diver and
backstroker, was second in the
state division in high school diving
last year. She recently won fourth
place in three meter during the
Intermountain District meet at
Colorado State University.
Patty Simon, a relatively new
swimmer at UNM, promises to do
well in some of the diving events,

in on medley relays.
Car o I Schmidt, a new
competitor, will probably join the
official traveling team next
semester with emphasis on
freestyle and backstroke.
Ellen Dwight, former member
of the Punaho team from
Honolulu, Hawaii, will participate
in all stroke events. Her
reputation has been made in
backstroke events.
Kathy Reed, breaststroker, has
participated in the Coronado
Junior Olympics. Reed observes
that as "most of the team is
freshman, we ought to have a
good team for the next four years.

The team is sponsoring an
invitational here March 13, at
Johnson Gym. Colo1·ado
University, the University of
Arizona, Texas Tech and
Colorado. College at Colorado
Springs have accepted the meet
challenge.
For all swimming meets, the
public is admitted free, and
attendance is encouraged by
Piper. All meets take place at tht:'
swimming pool in ,Johnson Gym.

1600 Central SE

'sun. 11 A.M.-1 A.M.
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GSA Committees
GSA has openings on several
committees. Any graduate student
who desires to get his two cents
worth in is welcome to pick up an
application in the GSA office,
room 106 in the Union.
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Early Baseball Practices
Indicate a Strong Team

·---·-

UN~l center Willie Long will
. try th1s week to break into the
annuls. of Lobo basketball by
surpassmg both the single-season
and career·scoring records. Long
m!eds 54 more points to break
Mel Daniels' career scoring
standard of 1537 points. He needs
only 59 more points to break his
own single·season record of 621
points set last year. The Lobos
close out their 1970·71 season
thi~ week on the road against
Anzona State Friday night and
Arizona Saturday.

The Lobo basPball team is
trying to get ready for its homP
opE.'ner amid unsP:tsonablv low
temperatures. The first game is
scheduled for Friday afternoon
against Highlands UnivPrsity.
Tlw Lobos are trying to ward
off sore arms that oftt•n bt•s(>t
baseball players, !'specially in tlw
beginning of the season wh('n thl'
temp!'ratures an• low.
Coach Bob L(•igh is looking
forward to pt•rhaps his best yPar
ever, and his lineup backs his
hopl'S. All four of his .:~00 hitters
are back this yPar plus tht• prirlf•
of his pitchinfl staff, ,Jim
Kremmel.
The fom· slug~ers include Larry
Minarsich, who batted .39·1 and
led tht• team in home runs with 5·
Bob }'aford (.345); Rick Wiek~
(.319); and Ktm Johnson, a .:JOn
average man who also contributed
26 stolen bases.
Kremmel, the team's mound
ace, passed up a contract with the
Cleveland Indians to finish his
college career. Jim was 9·4 last
year including a no-hitter against
Arizona.

There's the drug scene
-the Peace Me vement
-the Environmental Thing
-and the business of living
and learning in a university setting.
So~e people at the Ne~vrnan Center would like to be part of the
actwn, to hell> S()me thmgs happen, to be part of the solution on
campus, not part of the I>roblem.

If ,tlw things abovl' concern von, get in touch and let's do .~omct~~

•

Bert Hauenhorst
Joe Welch
247-1094

Aquinas Newman Center (Across from B!acl1 Studies)

Tht• only new facE> on tht• lt•am
will Ill' shortstop Billy Smith, a
frt>shman from Albuqm•rque. Jim
SurbPr will lakE' owr the catehing
chon•s from tht• grad uatt•d Rick
Wieks. Leigh will miss tlw
defpnsivt• play of Wicks, which lw
t•allt>d !lw lll'sl in flw <'onfpn•nct•
Ba<'k from last yl'ar's squad wili
bt• Armando Reyl's, Georw• Ruth,
and pitelwr.s Wt•tul<•ll Frankt•, Tom
Robert~ and .loP Waid. RobPrts
will join tht• lt•am latP aflt•r tht•
complt>tion of ba~ketball st•:,:.cm.
A I! hough tlw pitching staff
seems to bt• tht• only W<>ak spot, il
may not turn out that wav if a
couple of junior juco transft;r~ can
liw up to their aclvanc(' billing.
Mikt• Hall was 12·0 last ypar with
Mesa (Ari:r..) Community Collt•gp
and was drafted by the San
Francisco G ianls, LPigh also
recruited Bill Irwin from llw ,Jc
ranks of Iowa.
Leigh regards the schE'dule as
"the toughest ever" fot• his team
although the team plays ·12 games
either at Lobo I•'ield or the
Albuquerque Sports Stadium.
Leigh thinks he has relatively
good reserve strength this V(!at·
with Hank Garcia as a utility
infielder and Tom McBco and
Jack Conners availabk• for duty in
an outfield.
Additional mound strength will
come from Chuey Armendari7.
and Ron Adair. Gary Stewart will
back up Surber behind the platP.

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico
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M:ATHER, SANUAI,l\ AND t'I.OTHI•:fi
---

A clinic will bP held March 4-5
for anyone interested in
officiating flickerball. The clinic is
sponsored by the UNM Intramural
Department.
On March 4, Armand SE•idler
will discuss rules and the nature of
the game in Johnson Gym, room
160. The following day all
would-be officials will meet on
the fields east of ,Johnson Gym to
discuss game situations.
A $3 fee will be charged for
both days of attendance.

Mark Farrell
Ed Nash
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EMPLOYMENT

A class sponsored by Amistad
on Vietnam will be held March 4,
7:30 p.m. in mom 214, Mitchell
Hall. Topics include "the truth
about Vietnam" (Veterans
Against the War), and two
Vietnam veterans who will present
"factual information." All
students are invited to attend.

Ski Trip
Ski Club is planning a weekend
ski trip to Purgatory, Colo. in
March.
The club will meet
today at 8 p.m. in the Union,
room 250-C. For more
information contact Jeff or Mike
at 842·8812, or Kathi at
243·6134.

~

INS1'H~Hil'N'I'AIILI.;

11url1&\\t

Radio Club
The UNM Amateur Radio Club
will hold its regular meeting
March 4 in Farris Engineering
Center, room 143-A, 7 p.m.
Anyone who is interested in the
club but cannot attend the
meeting may call Dave McConkey
at 268·9460 or Doyle Bain Jr. at
298·5168. Topics at the meeting
will include the DX contest and
the pmgress on phone patching
efforts.

Vietnam Class
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GAMES

Political Discussion
The goals, philosophy and
achievements of the Industrial
Workers of the World (Wobblies)
will be discussed March 2, at 7:30
p.m. in the Santo Domingo Room
'of the Newman Center.

WHERE: J ournnlism Building. Room
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. If nd is to
205, afternoons preferably or mail.
run five or more consccutivt' days with
Clnsoifled Advertising
no chanKCS the rate j9, reduced to 5"
per word nnd the minimum number or
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Pnym~nt must be mnde in full llrior to jnsertion o( advertisement.

Long Closing In

.lAMES PARK SLOAN

Law School
The Mexican · American Law
Students Assn. will hold a
two-day conference for minority
group students on March 5·6 in
the Union, room 250-C.
Grad nates and undergraduates are
invited to discuss the study of
law, admission to law school and
related topics with minority group
students from the UNM School of
Law. The Conference will be from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on March 5, and
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on March

CLASSIFIED

Officials Needed

(over 25 different
sancl-wichcs l

Poetry Reading

Students interested in working
with teacher evaluation are asked
to come to the ASUNM office in
the Union any time after 1:30
p.m. on March 2. Help is needed
for the first mailing of evaluation
notices.

Sports
Briefs

842-6736

Poetry Night
Poets are needed to participate
in a poetry reading night March 3
at 7:30 in the Union, room
250-D. This reading is sponsored
by The Thunderbird. Contact Jeff
Hudson or Mike Kelly in the
journalism building, room 205.
Authors are encouraged to submit
poetry to The Thunderbird.

Teacher Evaluation

;?Ji:li'i:i!ii:iillliil:IJ!:illiilEii:iE!'lii!:Ji!!iiiCill::Jii:rli:!ili!!'lli:J:Ili!'Jil:'l:i/l::lil'' '

Mon.-Sat.
11 A.M.-3 A.M.

Engineering Colloquium
UNM professor William J. Byatt
will speak on "Electrons in
Random Media" during a
colloquium held in the electrical
engineering building, room 201,
March 2, at 3 p.m.
Poet William Stafford ,currently
the poet · in • residence at the
Library of Congress, will read in
the North Ballroom of the Union
at 8 p.m., March 3. The program
is open to the public and there is
no charge.

6.

UN:\-I's Women's Swimming Team

OPEN

Chicano Students
Ruben Zamm·ano of the
University of Michigan School of
Social Work will be recruiting
students for social worl;; on March
3 from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Chicano Studies Center, 1815
Roma N.E. Call for an
appointment at 277 ·5940.

1
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Focuses on Minorities
A weekly series on minorities,
produced and written solely by
minority group representatives for
KOAT·TV, channel?, may mark a
first for commercial television in
this country.
Richard Wilson, coordinator of
the UNM Native American studies
Program said that at this time no
other series devoted strictly to
Native American affairs and
written by Native Americans is
available.
The first show presented
Sunday, dealt with Chicano
topics. The second will be devoted
to black programs and problems,
while the third will tt·eat Native
American subjects. Rotation in
this manner will continue for the
life of the series, which runs from
8:30 to 9 a.m.
Dick Knipfing, KOAT·TV news
director, explained that the nature
of the topics, production methods
and guests will be left entirely to
the moderators. He added, "We
felt that giving an entire half hour
to one minority would afford
better coverage than trying to
split up one half hour between the
three groups."
Moderators for the series will
be Charles Becknell, coordinator
for the UNM Afro-American
Studies Program; Richard Griego,
coordinator of the UNM Chicano
Studies Program; and Richard
Wilson, coordinator of the UNM
Native American Studies Program.
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Soccer Clul>
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The UNM Soccer Club will
meet tonight at 8 in the Union,
room 250-A. All team captains
and representatives are urged to
attend.
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MOUNTAIN
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Zero Population
The Albuquerque chapter of
Zero Population Growth is
seeking qualified and interested
university personnel to help
formulate new legislation in areas
such as population control and
research, economic development
and planning. Persons interested
contact Bill Perret in the Office of
Research Services.

The Chicano series was titled,
"Panorama Local" and will make
extensive use of art, live
performers and slides to illustrate
the Chicano world in New
Mexico. Included in the first show
will be an analysis of New Mexico
native families, the variety in the
kinds of Spanish spoken
throughout the state, and a study
of where the ancestors of
present·day New Mexico Chicanos
came from. Part of the series will
be in Spanish.
The black series will be "The
Black Experience", with Becknell
planning to offer African history
and dance, black American
history and song, and "modern
manifestations of the black
experience."
Wilson's Native American
project will be called simply "The
Native American" and will
establish what kind of a world the
Native American has lived in and
what his experience is now.
Reservation· community
problems and the growing number
of urban Pow-Wow clubs will be
among the areas studied during
the shows.
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Reduction Work-Reduce from any size up fo 14" by 18'' down to 8W' x 11', ~
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Computer printouts, engineering drawings, accounting worksheets, organization
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~

charts, oversized periodicals and book<,

~

SKI JACKETS AND
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6. Employment
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7. Miscellaneous
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Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Wyomlng N.I•:. 255-5087. 3/5
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4. For Rent

with full fnctorv truntiU\~(1• Nntiou.nlly
ntlvt•rtiz~tl brnncl to lJc uottl for $20 (lttch.
Monthly t>nymcnt• nvnifnblc. United

l"rt•ir~h~ H:tlf:'g 1 3020 Snu Mnt.<'o, of)cti. 9

to !l. 2/4

·v\i/ <~AMJ>:t·irt:-,~;;u-~·tl 'il2-i~tfY7-~{'t~Iilt •Gfi

$~00, 20ti .. 3fl0(). 3/:l
'.l'V'n. $!l.!H'i. All. l'l'"Jln;i• g-unral"'l~
[(•t•cl. 0JH.'h !l AM-n PM, 7 dny<.; .n WtoPl,.
2J1!i .. liOH5, 1212 Hrm. Mnt(•o, N .. J•;, :J -:l
l%0 t'OHTIN A mN<;J.I~li Foitlll; 4
t•yl, 2 cln01· rndin nnd IH'ntC'r, 4 t.:IH'<'cl.
tll'i;•t• 84i,u.no, Phmw 2\J!t.. GUOH, !1 ·:l
lll•:mtrn:IUm KI!lfmiAN I!lTSI<Y-PUI'·
l'IE~. Chamtlinn htnrullhH'~. 12 wc•t'ltt-~ ol1l
('nJ!"itiC',

U~·H~l>

Tho Guodaiojaro Summer School, a
fully accredited University of Arizona
program, conducted In cooperation
with professors from Stnnlord University, University of CClliforniu, ond
GvndNiajoru, will offer June 30 to Au·
gust 9, mt, folklore, gcourophy, his·
tory, lungut>ge, ond litcratvro courses.
Tuition, bomd, · (Jild room is $290.
Write Prof. Juan B. Roc!, P.O. Box
7227, Stcmlord; California 94305.
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The state's universities are already
in serious financial difficulty. To
further cut their budgets, as the
Department of Finance and
Administration (DF A) recommended
is idiotic.
The DF A suggested that $2.5
million be yanked from the Board of
Educational Finance. (~~F)
recommendation of $45.9 milhon
for all institutions.
The DF A cutback would affect
the University to the tune of $1.2
million in lost money. The
University requested a $23.88
million budget from the BEF, and
was cut to $20.89 million. The $3
million already cut would have g~me
to faculty salaries, library m~tenals,
non-academic personnel salar~es and
for teaching and graduat~ assis~ants.
All are necessary expenditures If >~e
are to retain our present academiC
standing.
With the additional cut
recommended by the DFA, the

editorial
DFA
Cuts

Idiotic

University would have to make
further cuts in necessary areas. An?
we could not hope to. a~mit
additional students; limited
enrollment would follow.
Universities should not have to close
their doors to qualified stud~nts,
especially in a state where tramed
personnel might well be the key to
the state's economic welfare. And ~s
. University Professor Karl "Koemg
pointed out yesterday, If the
money is not put up, the
responsibility for the consequent
enrollment limitations belongs
square on the shoulde~s o~. th~
legislature, and not the umversl~Ies.
The BEF has historically predicted
a lower student increase than UNM
has experienced. It is probable that
the University would have to turn
away as many students as it admits.
The legislature in that case would
undoubtedly suggest we hold class~s
outside all year around and adm1t
more students.

.

The BEF had hoped to offset the
increased enrollment and budget cuts
by an increase in tuition. Some
schools are opposing the increase,
saying their students cannot hope to
pay the larger sum. We ~~ve
editorially stated we need the tmtlon
hike because we can see no other
source for the money we so badly
need.
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Highlands Answers
To the Editor:
The Lobo editorial of Feb. 18,
refers to our stand against the
proposed tuition hike as "crying,"
and dubs our whole approach to the
issue as "nonsense."
We are simply overwhelmed by
the evidence and sage counsel you
offer us. How stupid we've been! We
can only repeat the .yards of ~ndrew
Carnegie after readmg Darwm ..and
Spencer: "I remember that hgh,~
came as in a flood and all was clear.
You see, before your editorial, ~e
were concerned with the fact that m
the nine counties of northern N.ew
Mexico only 22 percent of high
school graduates go on to college,
compared with a national average of
over 50 percent! If the other 78

Lobo photos by Chuck Fci!

Workman's Hands

Silent No Longer
To the Editor:
No longer can we remain silent.
During the last several months we
have viewed with mounting alarm
the subversion of The Lobo by
so-called "elements."
I refer of course to the column
entitled "Across the Great Divide"
by J. Pensiero.
We have slowly and with much
investigation built up a file on this
Pensiero, as he is presently calling
himself, and are now ready to expose
him to the world. What is the source
of his unnatural affection for Santa
Lucia wine? Why does he truck
across the mall at 2 a.m.? We urge
you to ponder these questions before
you print another of his ~ticles.
He is a known potrzebie-eater and
ally of the Forces of Evil. May
Frederick Wertham protect us.
Bobbie Sutton

Law Building
To the Editor:
We are happy to report that the
School of Law was hospitabl(~ to our
visit of their building Wednesday.
Our tour was a constructive

Lobo Staff

Editor: Sarah Laidlaw
Everett Robinson
Paul !<'leek
Andy Gatmt•/,y
Pat McArdle
1Jim Pcnsi<'ro
Dcannt• Stillman
Clark Jcrmuin
Chuck ~·en
Charles Andrews
surfie lAmcastt•r
Sue Major

A driver in the cab of the dump
truck Chavez' gets ready to release
topsoil on the People's Park site.
The ASUNM Senate last week
allocated funds for purchase of
additional supplies.

St.udent Senate Supports
,~--state War Exemption Bill

percent can't afford eyen the ~rese~t
cost of higher educatwn that s the1r
own tough luck-right? They can
always shine shoes or polish cars.
We were also misled by the area
medium family income level of
$3500. It's a pity that 20 percent of
the students now attending
Highlands University came from
families of eight children or more;
some of them with as many as four
students in college at the same time.
We know now that such families can
easily handle an additional cost of up
to $144 a year, which you so
correctly lable "slight." It'll
probably cut down on all the booze
they drink-right?
.
Even the 10 percent of the
students now attending Highlands
who can't afford textbooks bugged
us until you showed us the light.
We could go on with this
confession of distorted ideas, but it
would only serve self-therapeutic
needs. You are so right; the tuition
hike will vastly improve the quality
of education for the financially fit.
Forgive us the error of our ways?
God Save the King and Donald
Burge!
Alberto Miera, chairman
Highlands Lobby Committee

Managing Editor: Casey Chureh
Barbara Morgan
ltogt•t RUV<>Io
Murlc Sanchrt.

Sandv Schau~r
Sandra Md.:row
Rosalit1 FPrgu~on
DaV(' Brands
Bob Ilutl<•r
[{athi Schroeder
Robin Poppelsdod
Chip Babb

I•:,,J. Huut•r
Sallv Wa.•;hiHl!Lon
Aaron llowartl
Bob llllulv
Dav(•

Purlcr~r

l'etcr Rutl'l

,Juclv Gon;alt-r~
•rom, Glt•tHton

Wuvrw MeNt•f•Jv
Le.,lie

.Jm•

Wudrlv

llurt~horrH•

experience and we would .li~e t?
recommend that everyone VISit this
building.
.
Excluding some negative
structural and planning de~ails, this
building presents a unique example
of contemporary New Mex1co
architecture.
Jim Sudbury,
for the Student Chapter
of the American Institute
of Architects

Hetero or Homo
To the Editor:
In Thursday's Lobo, front page, I
saw an entry that the student
government is funding a group called
"Gay Liberation."
If I am correct, this is a group that
wants more freedoms and protection
for homosexuals on campus. Now I
believe that any one person's sexual
habit patterns are their own personal
concern and should not be criticized
if they do not interfere with
someone else's rights.
But for a sLudent government to
furnish money to a group on the
basis of their beliefs about sexual
hahiLs, would be just as foolish for
this gowrnment to givP to "All
Tlwsc~ for II<~Lerosexual Frct>dom,
hw."
I Iuman dignity, I would think,
lihould be Lhe main reason for any
HLUdNtt government to not, repeat,
noL fund any group whosP main
r1•w;ou for exiiJLen<:<' is to advocate a
Lyp1• of twxual pradie(', hetcro or

Iii mw.

.

Mr. and Ms. D. W. Overturf
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Defend Present UNM System

The legislature has prided itself ~m
spending more money per cap1ta
income on education than most
other states. It would be disastrous
for the universities if the legislature
were to change policies in
midstream.

•

I

Regents Criticize LUSC Report

But the 20 percent tuition hike
the BEF recommended is enough. If
the tuition were increased more to
offset the DF A cuts, it truly would
be too high a sum to pay. We can
only _stand so much.

'Charlie, This Gentleman Is Very Anxious
.
To Go North-See That He Gets There, Will You'?'

The Lobo welcomes letters to
the editor. All letters must be no
longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will
not be considered for
publication. Names will not be
withheld upon request. If a letter
is from a group, please include a
name, telephone number and
address of a group member. The
letter will carry that name, plus
the name of the group.
The Lobo will publish letters
as space and the number of
letters received allows.
The Lobo also welcomes
Bernas. Bernas are unsolicited,
signed guest editorials which do
not necessarily reflect the
editorial policy of The Lobo, or
the policy of ASUNM, GSA or
UNM. Bernas may be any length,
but may be cut due to space
limitations.

j
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The ASUNM Senate yesterday passed two resolutions in
support of a New Mexico Senate bill asking the attorney
general to defend in court any New Mexican refusing to serve
in an undeclared war.
The resolutions, passed in emergency session yesterday
afternoon, were identical to resolutions passed earlier by the
Student Bar Association.
The ASUNM resolutions will be sent to the legislature.
The first resolution, passed unanimously, asks that the bill
be passed by the state legislature.
The second resolution, which passed with one abstention,
asks Gov. Bruce King to declare an emergency and "order the
suspension of the Selective Service System in this state"
should the bill not pass the legislature.
The measure, introduced by Sen. Emmett Hart (D-Quay),
Junia Lopez (R-San Miguel) and Anthony Lucero (D-Bern.),
is scheduled to be heard in Senate Public Affairs Committee
this afternoon.
The bill's sponsors have pointed out the bill "does not
challenge peace-time conscription nor the limited right of the
executive to deploy American troops consistent with our
treaty obligations as authorized by the Congress."
New Mexico is the fifth state to introduce a bill to exempt
state citizens from fighting in an undeclared war. A federal
court test of the first such bill, passed in Massachusetts, is
pending.

By PAT McARDLE
membership to senior faculty members.
The UNM regents defended many of the
The LUSC criticized the University for
policies and practices at UNM strongly
operating
"in isolation from the mores and
criticized by the Legislative University Study
wishes of its citizens." The report continues,
Committee (LUSC) in their November
"the
people of New Mexico desire a firmly
report to the Legislature.
and fairly administered institution with
The L USC report suggested the Board of
prompt,
decisive action.
Regents "withdraw the authority it has
the
regents admit the accountability
While
delegated to the faculty and to the students"
of a state owned institution to the citizens
and return it to the President of the
of the state, they add, "A univer(>ity, if it is
University who would "act for the Board of
truly to. fulfill its function, should be a
Regents as chief executive officer."
center
of free inquiry into all aspects of life,
The regents' reply, issued in a written
including
contemporary mores and
statement last week, to this suggestion is
customs."
"UNM for more than 20 years has operated
In defense of their stand, the regents
under a somewhat different system." It is a
quote the Manual of Accrediting of the
system which recognizes "the authority and
North
Central Assn., "Freedom is so
responsibility of the faculty, in cooperation
an
asset that it is preferable that the
precious
with the administration", and "the rights
foolish speech of an unwise teacher be
and responsibility of the students of the
tolerated
rather than the atmosphere of an
university to provide their own
institution
be clouded by the summary
self-government with authority in the affairs
treatment of the offender."
of the student community."
The regents report states that emergency
The report continues, "The regents
procedures
have been outlined which
ordinarily will not interfere with actions of
spellout
the
"types
of behavior considered
the administration, the faculty or student
disruptive and sanctions which may be
government."
imposed
in event of such behavior." This
The LUSC suggested periodic reviews at
policy applies to students, staff and faculty.
least every five years of the administration
The LUSC report recommended more
of each department chairman. The regents'
stringent
standards of admission for students
statement indicates that this procedure is
who are or have been under suspension from
already in operation at UNM, with faculty as
any
other college or university. The regents
well as administrative evaluations of the
replied the practice of UNM is to review
chairmen being considered. Self-evaluation
individually applications for admission from
and "evaluation by scholars and
students
under disciplinary suspension from
administrators of national and international
other
institutions
and to make exceptions to
distinction" have also been initiated in many
the general policy when they seem to be
departments.
justified."
Another recommendation of the LUSC
Strict disciplinary action was advocated
Report concerns faculty government. "The
by
the L USC "against any person
structure for faculty government should be
responsible
for destroying, damaging or
changed from the faculty's acting as a whole
improperly using University property."
to the faculty's acting through
The regents report that in the past, the
representatives." The report suggests a
University has not always been able to
"small faculty senate" with nominees having
receive
restitution for destruction or damage
senior ranking.
of
University
property. In the regents'
The regents' reply to this
statement of Aug. 8, 1970, ~owever, a
recommendation is to uphold the present
policy
of restitution was spelled out which
''town meeting" type of faculty
holds
individual
members of the student
organization. The UNM faculty have also
body, faculty and staff monetarily
expressed their desire to continue with this
responsible
for any University property
form of government. According to the
defaced,
destroyed
or stolen.
regents' report, "while average attendance at
An increase in the campus security police
faculty meetings is approximately 30
force
was suggested by the LUSC along with
percent- about 200 members- on recent
giving the chief of the campus police
occasions of great University-wide concern
authority in emergency situations.
increased
attendance has risen to 85 to 90 percent of
The
regents
explained that it is their
the total voting faculty."
intention to continue with a police force of
A failure to develop young leadership was
reasonable
size on campus while maintaining
another argument of the regents against a
arrangements with other agencies to "send
faculty senate which would limit its
(Please turn to page 2)

8Students Favor Exemption Bill,~
If thP Union was the
legislature's chambers, the bill
forbidding New Mexicans to fight
in an undeclared war would
probably pass. The bill is pending
before the current session of the
legislature and will be heard to·
day.
An hour of diligeat searching in
the Union yesterday failed to turn
_ up one person who thought the
bill should not pass.
Steve Fuller said the bill would
"never pass." "But I don't like the
War" he continued, "it's a
complete and total waste."
"If the people were in power
we wouldn't be in this war" said
John 'rhomson as he stood behind
the countet' of 'the Alpha Phi
Omega checkt-oom. "If the bill
works then it's right."
Ron Feingold said "They have
a right to pass it as long as the
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war's not declared. Not that
people should have to fight it if it
is declared."
A deliberate effort was made
by this reporter to talk to people
who did not fit the visual
stereotype of the "peace creep."
One man sporting a short crewcut
said "I agn~e with the theory of
the bill. If we're going to war we
should go to war and not waste
lives like we're doing now."
A present member of the U.S.
Navy said "I think the bill is
fine." He did not give his name,
saying "I'd hate to interrupt my
ed uca Lion with a trip to
Leavenwot·th, Kan. '' Leavenworth
is the site of the federal military
prison.
Dilys Stinson expt·esscd what
was apparently a common feeling
about the bill. "All the stat.c$
should do it" she said.
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Topsoil was dumped in quantity on the People's Park site late
yesterday. Trees and grass planting are the next step in construction
of the park.

